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~fter last week~s disruption caused by ter-
rorist attacks rockmg the nation, students and
administrators return to classes today seeking
normalcy.
But normalcy may be impossible. A build-
up of military personnel and discussion of
extended war cloud any attempt to push the
terror aside.
"One of the most difficult things is trying to
balance respect for individual needs and at the
same time remembering that these acts are an
attempt to change the way we behave,"
President Charles Ruch said. "But we need to
work on getting back to focusing on acade-
mics."
On Friday at noon, hundreds of students
and staff gathered at the stone fireplace by the
Student Union Building to observe" A Day of
Prayer and Remembrance in Idaho."
President Ruch read excerpts of proclama-
tions by President Bush and Governor
Kempthorne condemning the terrorism and
calling for unity, and then students rang a bell
followed by a minute of silence. The gathering
ended by the singing of "God Bless America."
. "It seemed like the majority of the campus
was 'involved in the ceremony," said Cnsty
Cobb, a freshman social sciences major.
"There are still going to be some people
down, but we're going to get back to normal:'
There is still unrest among National Guard
reserves and their friends and families.
"This has a huge impact on us because we
are close to a military base and are also family
based," said Erica Slayton, a sophomore klnesi-
ology major. "Nobody has been shipped out
see UNIVERSITY on pg. 3
Contractor" BSU
dispute Student Rec
Center finish date .
Hear ye, hear yet Tune In to
student radio. - PO.7
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RSCIpays $1,000 a
day, steps up work
schedule for late
Recreation Center
By Brandon Flaig
Tlze Arbiter
Students and facultv
expecting to use the Student
Recreation Center in January
may have to wait a month
longer. .
The maligned project,
originally slated for compl~-
tion in July, may have been
delayed until February after
contractor Record Steel &
Construction Inc. alerted uni-
versity officials that it could-
By Sean C. Hayes
Tile Arbiter
Boise State has become the
first Idaho university to top the
17,000 enrollment mark. On
the tenth day of the semester
(the add! drop deadline),
BSU's official count was 17,161
_ about 700 more students than
last fall semester.
According to Mark
Wheeler, dean of Enrollment
Services, based on the way col-
leges are funded in Idaho, a
campus must grow at a two
percent rate each year or risk
losing valuable funds.
However, there must be class-
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Crisis may
threaten
civil
liberties
By Terri Somers
South Florida Sun-Sentinel
The United States' record on civil liberties in
times of crisis portends a blow to Americans' civil
liberties in the wake of last week's terrorist
attacks, civil libertarians and other legal experts
say.
'They point to President Abraham Lincoln's
suspension of habeas corpus during the Civil
War, the World War Il internment of Japanese-
Americans and McCarthyism during the Cold
War. All were at first supported by the U.S.
. Supreme Court, though when each crisis sub-
sided, the court changed its mind in response to
public outcry.
With every national security crisis, the nation
rushes to react with measures that infringe on
individual freedom, said Gary Gershman, a con-
stitutional law expert at Nova Southeastern
University.
President Bush on Saturday prepared to sign a
law, approved overwhelmingly by Congress, giv-
ing him new authority to conduct a broad inter-
national campaign against terrorism.
An existing anti-terrorism law, passed in the
wake of the Oklahoma City bombing, has been
criticized by lawyers who say it infringes on con-
stitutional rights yet provides little real protection
against terrorism. There has been a push to repeal
some of its tougher elements.
Now politicians and policy-makers are consid-
ering legislatiOrl that would extend the powers of
the OA and expand the use of wiretaps. They
have resurrected a proposal to toughen penalties
for leaking government intelligence.
Those measures would require new legisla-
tion, and while they might be placed on a fast
track, the process still takes time and requires
debate. But the changes felt most immediately by
Americans will not necessarily require new laws,
experts said .
"We'll use our same standards, use the same
:~', ..~.
'''£.. ~
q.fJ~:.e/'~:i~
. Pholo coul1 .. y of ChaI1 .. lIoIlen,11I. Hoyo
Military personnel sit on the south lawn of the Pentagon, watchIng the smoke rIse last Tuesday.. '
see LIBERTIES on pg. 3
n't meet contractual construc-
tion reqUirements and still fin-
ish by January, said Larry
Blake, director of Facilities
Planning and Administration
for Boise State.
RSCI has been penalized
$1,000 per day since July for
not meeting deadline, and a
lawsuit could eventually
result from the project, Blake
said.
"We wanted them to be
done in July, and that was the
date that was put in the con-
tract, and so everything after
July ... is not to our liking and
not what we want and is
what's really being forced on
us by various delays," Blake
said. "The completion date
has gone from July to August
to October"
According to Blake, RSCI
claims it can't finish by
January because construction
specifications forbid it from
laying wood flooring until
the building has been sealed
and has climate control.
Because' the project is
behind schedule, the building
isn't sealed yet.
The building's humidity
must be controlled because
wood flooring is subject to
expansion and contraction
based on humidity, Blake
said.
"We're not playing hard-
ball here and saying 'We're
going to force you to not
complete this project until
February.' We're trying to
look out for the best interest
of the project and say, 'Look,
this is a contract requirement
and if you can't meet that
requirement,' and obviously !
they have not met the sched-
ule, 'then it puts us in a prob-
lematic position,'" Blake said.
If BSU allowed RSCI to lay
wood flooring before climate
control, it might no longer be
liable for warped flooring due
to humidity, such as recent
rainfall, Blake said.
But Jeff Ekberg, RSCI pro-
ject superintendent for the
recreation center, said that the
wood flooring isn't the
biggest reason for the possible
delay.
"A lot of answers have
come this week, and with
more crew we should be able
to make it," Ekberg said.
"We're running Saturdays
and doing everything we
can."
Ekberg said that although a
February finish date is a good
possibility, the goal is still
Car strikes bicyclist
near CaRlpUSSchool
By Brandon Flglg
The Arbiter
Regional Medical Center.
"When I finally started to
panic, that was it. It hit me on
impact. I felt like Iwas in slow
motion, and in that instant of a
second Ithought 'this is it,' but
Iwas lucky."
Holton said he suffered a
broken hip and abrasions, but
plans on returning to class this
week. '
The driver of the 2000 Ford
Explorer that struck Holton,
19-year-old Jacob Ryan Taylor
from Meridian, was cited for
inattentive driving, said Rich
Wright, a Boise City police
Department spokesman.
Wright said he didn't know
if Taylor was a student.
Holton said he plans on
being more cautious when
crossing streets.
see REC CENTER on pg. 2
Hundreds of students cross
busy streets each day to get to
class, but one such crossing
changed freshman Nathan
Hollon's life.
Holton was riding his bike
to a Gateway Center appoini-
ment Thursday when he was
struck bya car at about 9 a.m.
on a crosswalk at the intersec-
tion of University Drive and
Brady Street near the
Multipurpose Building.
"I started crossing and
noticed this. car that just kept
coming further and further,
and I thought, 'Oh, maybe this
guy is one of those that wants
to play around and stop at the
last minute," Holton said
Friday from Saint Alphonusus
Student housing' remains congested
room space to accommodate
continued growth.
"I'm not saying the univer-
sity should grow unchecked,"
said Wheeler. "We have to be
very careful distinguishing
between the numbers and the
quality of education we can
offer."
According to a recent study,
though BSU has the largest stu-
dent population in Idaho, there
is a disparity in funding that
finds Boise State at a loss com-
pared to other state universi-
ties.
---"We can accommodate this
growth in the short term. But
these numbers illustrate the
need for a continued financial
support of higher education,"
said Boise State President
Charles Ruch.
Ruch pointed to Boise
State's growing reputation as a
metropolitan university, the
convenience of a distributed
campus that offers courses at a'
variety of times in a variety of
locations and improvement in
the financial aid office as rea-
sons for the increase in student
POP':l1ation. . ,
The administration is hop-
ing the expansion of Boise
State's West campus ","lane-
viate some of tliecongestion
due to growth in Canyon
County enrollment According
to Mark Wheeler, the Boise
State main campus .haS: ~
four percent growth, ..whereas
the Canyon County campus,
homesickness.
Sometimes students
engage in behavior that they
wouldn't have when they get
away from home .. This can
lead to unfortunate circum-
stances that cause students to
leave:'
'According to Boise State
Registrar Tim Ebner, there is
no report of a higher number
of ·.students undergoing. a
complete withdrawal from
the university.
.SeeHOUSING on pg.3
Housing continues to advertise
for new occupants.
''We always .strive for 100
Boise State students who percent occupancy," said. John
are attempting to live on cam- Ringle director . of .Student
pus are continuing to find Housing. "During the fall
troubles ahead. semester,occupancy is typically
While most students who reduced to 94 to 95 ~t."
were living in temporary On most' campUses, during
hotel-style lounge accommo- the first couple.of weeks.ofthe
dations have been placed, into academic year, students decide
a' more. pc:rrnanentsituation, whether to stay or leave, he said.
the struggle to find room for Ringle, ~tsto a variety of .
,all students in need continues.' reasons for this attrition, such as
.•••.At the sarne time, Student ,. "sodal' arid .academic reasonsi
BY Mgtt Hezngnskl
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CampusPolilics
Faculty Senate works
with students for changeASBSUworks to provide
for students, improve
administration relations
making process has been
granted by the administra-
tion," said Peterson, "We can
present policy and offer policy
Changes."
Ali is working to appoint
students to various commit-
tees.
"We are shooting for Oct.l5
as the date to have all commit-
tees filled," he said.
"The thing about BoiseState
is that all committees have a
student voice, ranging all the
way up to the President's cabi-
net," said Brooke Baldwin, an
ASBSUsenator.
While ASBSUdoes not have
direct control over legislative
decisions within these bodies,
it does have direct influence as
a presence within them,
according to Peterson.
According to Ali, ASBSU
has been working over the
summer to strengthen its ties to
the administration.
"We're working hand in
hand with them on the MGT
study," he said. "ASBSU sent
six representatives to' Coeur
d'Alene to testify on behalf of
BSU."
The study, independently
contracted by the Idaho legisla-
ture, confirmed that state
money was not fairly distrib-
These committees are made "Looking at the committees
up of faculty representatives as is a good way to see what the
well as student voices. senate does," said Feldman.
"All committees have a pro- The Academic Standards
vision for student members," Committee recommends policy
said Faculty Senate. President regarding academic and grad-
Dr. Alex Feldman. ing matters. "The GPA recom-
"Unfortunatelli' we don't typi- putation change began in this
II t fu mpl
ement of committee," said Feldman.
~tuae~~ :ominac~ons to these "There has beei{;,SOii\'(;,:ais-
committees." cussion of retioadivelli$tffi.il1on
"The problem with the com- of that poli~," .,~ . ;':Z:.~:
itt . th 't'd' Feldman would ...ffire'4o'see
~~n:,e:o15the~:~;er f:iug~~Sl- . the StW1ent'AfiairScomnuttee
Also, the committees may . domOf~:_WOfk. ~=~ar-
onlymeet once a month, so peq-·. sltil'sil'I~oWd!~~r
ple ft?rget,'~ said Imr~!, cAli,~,..,lar~e ..s~?,~~==ud
ASBSUChielof staff. .' c-:"J:eJ4n\an.: ,,,,::;;~.;..:-1"""~"""'''''''
... ffiBSV ~'i$working to fin~t. .' The.8-'~~'~I52''''~j,les
\\T~~l~~~~d ~:~vcl~Ough~·:w:~:ro:.s~~~~:~~:~~rs
students,wouldnot be in,adom- The .. Co~... Gumrolum
inating ,£osition·as 'a .voting Committee deatS witnwliversi-
" m-embeX",~ '':;:Y.: " :.::' ;::~~ ty' cbre );gi:flijX:eift:et\W-=~ I
-" li.~lor,'.Qr:th~·$~,P:1.XlImittees.·::"Tbe~ is-:a"~ot'~"l'eview,
work on'a~consensus'·basis, so ""becauseorthere lS li1i.li'.aysan
they can have an impact," ~~~~ounrf)r~t\sfi~" said
said.. ~;:~f~lr;l~at:t,'"}Y~alsC1'~;t:o ~ep
ASBSUhas close to 50 seats· ,,,the, requirements ffiC~·same.as
available on committees 'across'QtJ:ier institutions." ,;c:,.:: ;:
campus. .'::"; ... ,·Tltis'year/t~,~ ~tj1!f..;Boa,rdof
"It is imnerativethatwe fi11,,'Educationurdiangoo.,.:.lls"'titan-
all these"si:;(jts/!':sm'f:Ali;.:"~ese:::ai.tas~ .fof~c::~_~re
are placeswhere votimr~U:Xlls-=~:=;r.:;:,~:~~-.-::-""'--
qJs~ion ta1<~r.p.1~~e.";;:::;;::'; =:'cr:".~:.;..!!!!§~. 3
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Community colleges push to offer bachelor's degrees
By Matt Neznanskl
The Arbiter
Campus politics can be
intimidating and confusing for
students who are unfamiliar
with the process.
The ASBSU senate is the
legislative body that has direct
control over the generation
and apportionment of student
fees. The senate must decide
on any proposed increase or
use.
"Fees generate over
$400,000each year, this makes
up the main component of our
budget," said Nate Peterson,
ASBSUPresident. Student dub
dues and activities generate
another $160,000per year.
Chief of Staff for ASBSU,
Imran Ali said, "this year, Nate
Peterson has increased the
grant fund for clubs to $6,000."
This fund is for clubs and
organizations to draw from for
competition and activities they
hadn't budgeted for this year.
ASBSU also serves as the
official voice of the student
body, sitting on every commit-
tee that meets on campus and
representing student concerns
in the state legislature and the
State Board of Education.
"Our power in the decision
"AII,commlttees have
a provl$lon for stu-
dent IJIt~mbers.
UnfoFlunately, we
don"l.typlcally t}et a
-full cp,mplement of
student nominations
to tnes« committees."
_ Fa~lty ~nah~' President
Alex Feldman . .
"Our power In the
decision maklnt}
process has been
t}ranted by the
administration"
_ASBSU President Nate
Peterson
uted among Idaho's four-year
colleges. . .
"The best way to work with
the administration is. in com-
mittees," said Baldwin. "We're
not doing any good if we're not
going to meetings."
"Student concerns should be
brought to ASBSU so we can
get an understanding of the
issue and what we can do,"
said Peterson.
Students interested in
becoming involved in student
government should contact
ASBSUat 426-1440.
..
BYMatt N~~ngQskL
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The Boise State Faculty
Senate is a political body that
most students are probably
unaware of, yet its committees
affect them in a variety of ways
all across campus.
The Faculty Senate is made
up of faculty members appoint-
ed to their positions, and over-
sees the actions of a number of
committees.
lJy V. PIon Haynes
Chicago Tribune
mothers and placebound stu-
dents who can't go off to a uni-
versity campus but who want to
get a [bachelor's] degree at a
community college:' he added.
In May, Florida Gov. Jeb Bush
signed a law allowin~ commu-
nity colleges to offer iJacllc1or's
degree programs.
But to obtain such approval,
the schools must document that
an unmet need for four-year
programs exists in their com-
munities.
Though Oakton Community
College in Des Plaines belongs
to the Community College
Baccalaureate Association,
illinois community college offi-
cials say no two-year school in
the state has sought permission
to offer bachelor's degrees.
"We as a board are not
encouraging movement in that
area," said Virginia McMillan,
executive vice president and
interim president of the Illinois
Community CollegeBoard.
"There are several instances
of four-year institutions offering
programs on community col-
lege campuses," she added.
"We would' like to encourage
more of that."
Higher education experts
predict that overall college
enrollment nationwide will
reach 16million, rising by 2mil-
lion students, in 2010. The
growth is attributed to the chil-
dren of Baby Boomers and to
immigration.
The number of high school
graduates has risen steadily, to
2.8 million last year from 2.3
million in 1985,according to the
Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education in
Boulder, Colo. By 2008, the
number is expected to reach 3.2
million.
The boom, coinciding with a
wave of faculty retirements, has
colleges and universities scram-
bling to build new campuses,
shift to year-round learning and
introduce on-line classes and
other technology to meet the
demand.
Now some community col-
leges-with their accessible cam-
puses, lower tuition costs and
lenient admissions policies-are
promoting themselves as a
practical solution to the enroll-
ment surge.
"A lot of states are trying to
figure out: How do we continue
to finance additional programs
establishing partnerships
between two- and four-year
schools, allowing universities to
offer their courses on communi-
ty college campuses. But the
new efforts, which have
sparked considerable opposi-
tion from universities and other
two-year schools, seek to allow
community colleges to offer
their own four-year programs.
"Why in the 21st Century, in
the Knowledge Age, do we
want to say to students: We'll
take you half way to your goals
and then drop you?" said
Kenneth Walker, president of
the Community College
Baccalaureate Association, a
Florida-based national organi-
zation comprising 65 schools in
23 states that is leading these
efforts.
Walker, also president of
Edison Community College in
Ft. Myers, Fla., said two-year
schools want to offer bachelor's
degrees in elementary and sec-
ondary education, nursing, law
enforcement and other areas
that universities either have
ignored or for which they have
failed to meet demand.
"There are many single
. Anticipating an unprece-
dented demand for courses in
the wake of a surging young
adult population, a growing
number of community colleges
are pushing to offer bachelOr's
degree programs.
In their 100-year history,
American community colleges
have served as either the first
stop for students who couldn't
initially get into four-year
schools because of finances or
low grades, or as the training
ground for vocational students
uninterested in pursuing a
four-year degree program.
But in a dramatic expansion
of the two-year schools' mis-
sion, Florida recently joined
several other states, including
Utah, Pennsylvania, New York
and Nevada, in allowing some
community colleges to offer
certain four-year degree pro-
grams. Experts say that dozens
of other community colleges
around the nation are exploring
the possibility of follmdng suit.
Many states, including
California and Illinois, are
siDlpleStudent club recognition Dlade
est and membership for the needs to be established so that tion.
infant club.' no conflicts are occurring New organizations must
He explained temporary betwixt policy requirements. submit three copies of the
To become a recognized organizations cannot have Students need to outline a constitution to Esposito.
student organization, first any type of event, groups can non-discrimination policy as "I review the constitution,
arrange a meeting with Mike only hold meetings to evalu- well. if it meets the specified crite-
Esposito, Student ate membership and interest. According to stipulations ria, I will then pass it on to the
Organization Program coord i- Other services available set by BSU, the organization's student government judicial
nator. Call 426-1223 to estab- include 100 free photocopies president must be a full fee branch," he said.
!ish an appointment. made at one time from Copy paying student with eight or If criteria are not met,
To be eligible for consider- Central. Students with tem- more credit hours. " The Esposito will make correc-
ation, the prospective group porary recognition of organi- remaining members must be tions on the copy and sends
must have at least one student zation can also have use of the fee-paying students with a the rough draft back to the
member present in the meet- poster room, or marketing minimum of three credit organization for revisal.
. ing. booths in the SUB. hours. "We try not to make too
. "The group. can have an off Students with temporary Students are allowed to complicated try to help get
campus member or faculty privileges have access to table have community members through as much as possible,"
advisor, but at least one BSU tents and banner wire space involved with the organiza- he said.
student must attend this first when space is available, and tion if they desire, but at least He explained some groups
meeting," Esposito said. they can participate in student 51 percent membership. of the 'get into making their consti-
The students then complete organi~ation fairs. organization must be fee-pay- tution, for o~er .groups· i~·is '.
a temporary recognition card. However, "students may ing students. another. hoop to jump
This card gives simple infor- not fundraise except to collect Explaining the grounds for through.:.. .... , .•
mation like contact info from dues," Esposito said. removing an officer, specifics "'For" "Student" 'organiza-
a couple student leaders and The next step in obtaining of meetings, election process- tions, it is simply a formali-
the advisor and also details recognition of a working orga- es, and lists of officers are also ty," he said. "I advise stu-
the purpose of the organiza- nization is to develop a consti- required for approval of the dents to follow example that
tion. tution. organization's constitution. Student Activities sets. Often
:'During this time of tem- "1 would go over all "We outline suggestions, that is all studentorganiza-
porary status, we.ask students requirements BSUdemands of but groups can be creative tions need."
try to get everything together all student organizations," and we welcome them to do If students attempt to con-
in two months," he said. "The Esposito said. "Students need so," Esposito said. struct a student organization, .
temporary .time period allows to have 13 main stipulations If the organization is eligi- and fails, Esposito said, "stu-
students privileges in order to and can have more, just so ble for ASBSU funding, the dents should not beat them-
gain membership." long as the constitution does advisor must help with bud- selves up if they don't end up
The first privilege from not conflict with University geting, and the duties of the finding members, that's okay.
being deemed a temporary requirements." advisor should be explained They don't need to feel like
club involves access to rooms Students need to state the in the constitution. they have succeed in creating
in the Student Union. Groups name and purpose of the Fro~. there, ~tudent an organization, at least stu-
can reserve these rooms up to organization, tfieaffiliation OrgaruzatlOns can on lts own dents gave it a shot and that's
three times for a maximum of with BSU, and any other create constitution, ormem- what the temporary organiza-
a two-month period. The national organization. If the bers of student thvemments tion period is for."
m
roeoemtiits."allg.po.IWaltut'od.eng'atmsa'
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Florida who helped develop
that state's higher education
structure.
"I don't understand why
they [community colleges]want
to get into competition with
four-year colleges," he added.
The community colleges' diplo-
mas would be view~d "as!)Cc-
ond~class de~rees,"
Wattenbarger said." '. .
Some community college
officialsalso question the merits
of the idea, fearing that accessi-
bility for students who want a
two-year college diploma could
be limited.
"The more we move to bac-
calaureate programs, the more
we run the risk of losing the
qualities that make us effective
in our communities," said
David Pierce, former president
of the American Association of
Community Colleges, accessi-
bility.
Officials at Utah Valley State
College, formerly Utah Valley
Community College, sought to
expand after students com-
plained that the nearest four-
year institution, private
Brigham Young University, did
not meet their needs. The col-
and maintain quality with limit-
ed finances?" said Val Peterson,
associate vice president for col-
lege relations at Utah Valley
State College, a community col-
lege in Orem, Utah. The sChool
offers 27 bacllelor's degree pro-
grams.
In most states, requests for
community colleges to expand
would have to be approved by
state higher education boards
and legislatures.
But moves toward such
expansion have stirred consid-
erable controversy in higher
education circles.
The most vocal critics are
university officials, who often
assert that allowing community
colle&esto offer four-year pro-
grams will ultimately diminish
the value of a bachelor's degree.
Similar arguments were raised
in Arizona several years ago
when then-Gov. FifeSymington
vetoed a measure that would
have permitted community col-
leges to offer four-year pro-
grams.
"Universities should oppose
the idea with every fury they
have," said James
Wattenbarger, a professor
emeritus at the University of see DEGREES pg. 3
REC CENTER
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January~,:~.~· '~;~";:.~ '- ;"-:;'"tl\e.,teimi&~(;enter project is
Reasons'feit ii,;cp6flsible-'·"beinlP'Un.Tthink we're get-
delay include a host of odds ting good contractor perfor-
and ends that have accumu- mance," Blake said.
lated, including problems But Blake said that RSCI's
with the Ada County performance on the recre-
Highway Department over ation center has been
street' design,structttral abysmal.
design problems and trees "It's just a mess. The frus-
on MiChigan Street that trating thing for the univer-
required curbing plans to be sity is that ... whether it's all
altered. the contractor, or whether
Even a wall of mis- it's a combination of the con-
matched bricks that univer-. tractor and the. architects,
sity officials found unac- we're being let down here,"
ceptable, forcing RSCI to '.'Blake said.
start over, wasn't a major Ekberg. said that the project
hindrance, Ekberg said. is highly complex requiring
Now those design problems intricate work.
have been solved, more "This is one of the hardest
workers can accelerate the I've ever' worked on," he
project, Ekberg said. said.
"The push is. definitely The fluctuating. compIe-
on," he said. tion date has frustrated
Starting today, at· least one Campus Recreation;which is
subcontractor will increase trying to plan a grand open-
the number of workers by 50 ing, hire and train staff, and
J'ercent. Late last week, organize programs.
there were about 45 to '50 "It's frustrating for us and
workers on. the project, but" students because.we want to
there 'ha:veb:en as, m,,:nyas:. get'in th'rJ:e,~:..s,aid Kevin
SO, Ekberg sald.. ". .' ,Israel, recreation health
'RSCI is alSo' cohstructin:gdireCtor'" for'.~ ,Campus
the Appleton Tenms Recreation. . •
. Complex, which.is still on. .Joyce Grimes, director of
.Jlchedule to:open~ Januatrl ..:: campus.~Recreation,. i;aid
:anct. so~~:~w,:().rke,rs'....hl!v~;:·:tbat,ijt~j9:!1till planning (}na
bee~ rotated. be~een the grand opening in January.
" pr~lects, Ekberg Said. '.. .' "We still have. a program
\i",:O&,,~9r<'!~~g~, 1;,w.J;Ull.,wh!!theJ:o.~ not we
':~~bb~emsafall~~lli~~~".h,a1'~;a,~~!~g,':,~~e sa~d.
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Economic, war l·.mp....act
will be vvidespread
Jy Ashley Surdln
Dai!y Californian (U.
:alijornia-Berkeley)
(U-~RE)BERKELEY,Calif.
- Last week's domestic terrorist
attacks will have wide-ranging
impacts on the American econo-
my, the national psyche, and the
way we view war, University of
California-Berkeley experts
from various fields said.
Bush's words have prompt-
ed NATO to invoke an article
tha~ ob~&ates all allies to pledge
their nulitary support. Michael
Nacht, dean of UC Berkeley's
Goldman School of Public
Policy and an expert in national
~curity policy, said the invoca-
tion of that article is unprece-
dented:
"In the 50-year history of
NATO, they have never
invoked (that) article," Nacht
said. "(NATO nations) are
obligated to attack as though
they were attacked, which they
would have never done had this
not been called an act of war."
In response to attacks that
are unprecedented in American
history, Nacht said the next step
will be to formulate and imple-
ment a comprehensive anti-ter-
rorism s.tr<lt~gy.
The strategy will implement
political, economic, diplomatic
and military resources to'. act
against the terrorist groups
involved in the attacks and the'
governments that support
them, Nacht said.
He said the process of pro-
tecting Americans against ter-
rorist attacks will involve a
number of measures, including
increased intelligence,
enhanced security at all public
areas and more intrusive
inspections, '
Along with war and terror-
ism, some Americans are also
worried about how the already-
unstable economy will fare in
the aftermath of the attacks and
the recent closure of U.S. finan-
cial markets.
From an immediate econom-
ic view, however, there has
been no direct damage from the
attacks, said Janet Yellen, a UC
Berkeley professor of business
and economics.
But there is still a fear that
consumers and businesses may
cut spending out of uncertainty
and a lack of confidence in the
economy, she said. .
For example, Americans
might decide to postpone large
investments or purchases, such
as buying a car.
This hesitation to spend
could cause the nation to slip
into a recession, said David
Romer, a UC Berkeley professor
in political economy.
"The prevailing wisdom is
that we're not in a recession, but
we're almost in one," Romer
said. "This could make the dif-
ference."
1£ the scales are tipped and a
U.S. recession does take place,
other countries will be affected
as well, Yellen said.'
Photo by Jeremy Branstad
Countless students gathered at noon Friday for a memorial service to mourn those who lost their
lives on September 11.
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from my friends, but they are
on alert."
Students seek to concen-
trate on school using various
methods.
"1 am continually in
prayer," said Dan Keck, a
freshman business major.
"This, was a terrible.tragedy
and everything was wrong."
Gail Shu<:k, an, ilssistant
English professor, said the
HOUSING
frompg.1
"Students were advised to
keep the date for conditional
registration in mind," said
Ebner .. "We dropped 817 stu-
dents on that' date ir\ 1013 cbss:
es." ,
On the other hand, the regis-
tration process saw a flurry of
people getting validated for
class that week.
"Close to 500 students were
getting permission to remain in
class," he said.
Some students are opting to
make the best of the situation.
"We have had several
requests to stay in the lounge
housing for the entire year,"
said Ringle.
The problem with this
arrangement is the rooms do
prospect of war continues to
worry her. '
"1 am horrified by the ter-
rorism, but 1 am equally horri-
fied with the talk of retalia-
tion," Shuck said. "1 wonder
how many more people will be
killed as the result of a U.S.
war."
. StUdents also'continue their
efforts to aid the victims of the
terrorism.
. Members of ASBSU have
collected nearly $3,000 for a
victim relief fund, all of which
will be donated to the Red
Cross, said Kara Janney,
ASBSU vice president.
"There has been amazing
support.' everyone takes the
ter~orism. .so ,perr;;Qnally .and
seriously," Janney said. "It has
been incredible." ."
not have Internet access, and
not all of them are cable ready.
"If we are going to use these
facilities for future use we need
to takec'are of that," said Ringle.
"Theseal'rangements can be
traumatic," he said, "but stu-
dents are pretty resilient.
College is a place for learn-
ing new things, making new
friends and new experiences."
If students are to remain in
the temporary accommodations
for longer than three months,
some financial consideration
could be made to those stu- .
dents.
"There have been no claims
as of yet," said Ringle. "If
someone has been extended a
permanent spot and chooses to
stay where the)' are, if we
decide to make the room per-
manent, we may offer a modest
rebate," he said. '
According to Ringle, a few
students have inquired about
looking for on-campus housing
though no data is available
regarding how effective the
advertisements have been.
"We think it is probably
about 50-50," he said.
While several off-campus
landlords advertise in the
Student' Housing newsletter
and an apartment guide is avail-
able in their offices, Ringle said
the department does not active-
ly promote the off-campus liv-
ing experience as a relief for
congestion problems.
'., . .' . 'F=:--.., _. '" " -eat-
Ih ' .: .,. .,'..1/ " .. /.' ..g..../ ". .:..JII.II.~-+.
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lege is located in Orem; about 40
miles south of Salt Lake City
and about 8 miles from the BYU
campus in Provo. '
State officials in 1990 allowed
the college to introduce bache-
lor's degree programs for ele-
mentary and secondary educa-
tion, nursing and law enforce-
ment.
Now the college offers bach-
elor's degrees in 27 programs,
including some liberal arts areas
such as English and history, and
the state has allowed another
community college to offer
bachelor's degrees.
The Arbiter • Page 3
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Delta ticket counter workers strive to reschedule those passengers delayed by the mass halt of
air trafflc last Tuesday
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words, but the flexibility will lie
in the execution," said Mary
Cheh. a constitutional law
expert at George Washington
University in Washington, D.C.
For instance, the Fourth
Amendment promises
Americans protection against
unreasonable search and
seizure. But in the wake of ter-
rorist attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon,
the definition of "unreason-
able" changes,
"To put it in stark terms, did
racial profiling become appro-
priate at 8:45 a.m. Tuesday?"
asked Steve Wermiel, a consti-
tutlonallaw expert at American
University's law school. "Is it
now OK for law enforcement to
stop someone because they look
Arab or Muslim?"
That would be punishing
those who fit a profile but aren't
guilty of any crime, according
to Wermiel. "1 think this is a
major concern, and 1don't hear
our national leaders saying
enough about the need to pro-
tect against that," he said.
Also, if sky marshals arc put
on p\anes, what arc the stan-
dards they will usc to identify
suspicious behavior?
. "If you ask for a knife to cut
your chicken, is that reasonable
suspicion for a sky marshal to
bring you to the back of the
plane' for questioning or a
search?" Wermiel asked.
Are Americans ready to deal
with other possible measures,
such as carrying a national iden-
tification card? These'measures
infringe on Americans' cher-
ished right to be left alone,
experts said.
"In times of crisis, national
'security becomes this hammer
by which government can beat
back terrorist opportunity, and
it excuses many actions previ-
ously seen as unacceptable,"
said Charles Zelden, a constitu-
tional historian at NSU's law
school.
111e problem is inherent in
the government's design, he
said,
"This nation was formed
the courts to challenge these
laws, the crisis was over. And
the courts were more willing to
let the pendulum swing back
toward greater personal liberty.
Years after the end of World
War I, the Supreme Court
reworked the standard that lim-
ited free speecl1 by saying, it
must create a "clear and present
danger." , .
During World War II, the
Ll.S. Supreme Court initially
supported the internment of
Japanese Americans. The jus-
tices declined to. second-guess ,
the military on issues of nation-
alsecurity, Gershman said.
Decades passed before the
government tried to make
amends. Father Robert Drinan,
a constitutional law expert at
Georgetown University School
of Law, was a member of a pres-
idential committee that in 1991
recommended Congress award
reparations to survivors of the
internment camps.
"It cost the country $1.3 bil-
lion to pay for that mistake,"
Drinan said.
Wermiel said the internment
camps were the result of a panic
similar to what {onowed the
attacks last week. "Not a run-
ning in the street panic, but at a
larger scale, a kind of national
consciousness panic fueled by
military leaders," he said.
In the past few years the con-
servative-leaning Ll.S, Supreme
Court has been reconsidering
civil liberties issues and tending
to give more leeway to the gov-
ernment and police, particularly
on search and seizure issues, the
experts said.
"I'm afraid we will willingly
take steps that individually may
seem necessary, but collectively
can be troublesome in the long
run," Zelden said. "These things
tend to build on themselves.
And they are hard to take away
later.
"If the usc of wiretaps is
expanded, what is to stop peo-
ple from misusing that power
and listening in on conversa-
tions that have nothing to do
with terrorism?" Zelden said.
with two conflicting goals: to
provide order, peace, security
and stability, while also protect-
ing the liberties for which we
fought. the revolution," said
Zelden. "While they're not com-
pletely exclusive, achieving sta-
bility often comes at the expense
of o,~r freedoms. It's a balancing
act.
Like other legal experts,
Zelden hopes that in the coun-
try's current and understand-
able mood of hyper-patriotism,
there is no rush to relinquish
personal freedoms unnecessari-
ly. He recalled President
Lincoln's words to the South
during his first inaugural
address, when the nation was
ripping apart at the scams:
"Nothing valuable can be
lost by taking time. If there be
an object to hurry any of you in
hot haste to a step which you
would never take deliberately,
that object will be frustrated by
taking time; but no good object
can be frustrated by it."
After taking his time and
thinking about what he should
do during the Civil War,
Lincoln suspended the writ of
habeas corpus. allowing jailing
without charges .. Lincoln, a
scholar of the U.s. Constitution,
reasoned that it could' stretch
and spring back again, said
Zelden. One right could be vio-
lated to protect the greater
good.
Leaders who followed him
agreed.
During World War I, free
speech was infringed when
speaking out against the gov-
ernment was outlawed,
Gershman of NSU recalled.
During World War II, after the
attack on Pearl Harbor, the gov-
ernment allowed the intern-
ment of Japanese Americans.
The Cold War brought
McCarthyism, which trampled
upon people's freedoms to asso-
ciate and to hold leftist political
beliefs, Gershman said. The
Vietnam War tested Americans'
rights to assemble and to free
speech.
By the time people went to
SENATE
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requirements are among the
standards that need re-worked.
"We have to come into line with
the changes," said Feldman.
The Faculty Affairs
Committee deals with faculty
issues and also works with stu-
dents in lobbying the legislature
for more money for programs.
"When 1 worked with (ASBSU
representatives) Nate, Brooke
and Matt last year, they were
very energetic," said Feldman.
the charges that Feldman
has given the committees are
only a subset of the things they
have to consider over the course
of the year.
"Anyone can bring stuff up
to these committees," he said.
A CALL
TO ALL
WRITERS
HEY! We know you're out
there, and we've &ot the
position that's just 'write"
for you. Our position is for
one salaried writer able to
commit to 80 inches a week.
We also have many opportunities
for freelance writers. SOif you just
don't have all the time in the
world but still want to share your
journalistic stylinl'S with the rest of
us, become a freelance writer
All you've ~ to do is contact our newS
editor. L.U[~ecr~~ogt~~8a~fx lO~ and
GETTINGHIS NUMBER WAS EAS~
REMEMBERING HIS NAME WASN'T. ride the light'Qwest .
. There's away out. Just' call ~~. new ~nd improved (lwest 411, give us the iIlforrnati9~ you have -like a number -
, and weiil fill hl the rest-like a name and an addre&S.Everything should be so easy., '
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Students must band together in light of events
phased us a week ago.
How do we respond to the
tragedies that began to unfold
for all of us on Tuesday, Sept.
11, 20017 How do we make
any sense of the loss of life and
property? How do we respond
to children who lost their par-
"We've never experienced ents, parents who lost their
anything like .....,__ ..-,.-----.., children, partners
this," said who arc suddenly
Brooke (age 21); alone, friends and
"we don't know acquaintances who
how to deal lost their loved
with it." ones, classmates
who arc angry,
classmates who are
afraid?
come from rural Idaho, from
the East Coast, from the Middle
East, and. from the Midwest.
We come together for a com-
mon purpose - we believe in
education, and we have found
our 'home' at BSU. None of us
is inherently 'bad,' and none of
us have direct ties to those who
will ultimately be found to be
responsible for the terror we
arc all living through today.
Those "bad people," as my
daughter refers to them, only
win their war with us if they
succeed in scaring us into
silence, if they succeed in
dividing us into factions based
upon irrelevant characteristics,
if they succeed in creating
chaos where there should be
community. As a community,
as a university, we cannot
allow that to happen.
All of us are hurting; all of
us are scarred; and each of us
will be dealing with the after-
math of Sept. 11, 2001 for
many, many days, weeks and
months to come. Let us please,
as members of the Boise State
University community, come
together at this time of mourn-
ing to reinforce our beliefs in
civility, in community, and in
justice. Let us strive to put our
similarities ahead of our differ-
"It's good that those bad
people died in the airplane,"
said my daughter, Lauren (age
5). "Why is that?" I asked.
"Well," she said, "they never
said 'sorry' about the good
people that they killed."
"The first
thing Dad said
is that it
reminds him of
Pearl Harbor,"
said my Mom
(age 73).
None of us
is wise
enough to
have the
answers.
Yet each of us has a piece of the
answer within ourselves, and
all of us have a responsibility
to work hard to see that we
find the remaining pieces so
that together we can work our
way through the worst tragedy
ever to occur on American soil.
First and foremost, we arc a
community. Boise State
University is made up of near-
ly 19,000 individuals - stu-
dents, faculty and staff - who
SIxty students rang the bell outsIde the SUBduring FrIday's memorial ser-
vice at noon. Around the nallon bells rang at noon for one mInute.
We've been described as
'sleepwalkers', as 'people in a
daze', as 'stunned: Many of us
are having difficulty keeping
our minds on our work, and
we find ourselves drawn to the
TVs whenever we're near
them. Simple problems that
crop up in our lives can sud- .
denly seem just too difficult to
manage. We find ourselves
reacting and over-reacting in
situations that' wouldn't have
ences, and to work hand-in-
hand to ensure that those "bad
people" do not win their war
with us.
Let us stay together and
show the world how peace and
justice for all can work in every
setting. Your support of each
other and of others who are
frightened, hurt, or feeling the
enormous pain of loss will
only enhance the respect and
admiration I have for each
member of our Boise State
University community. Thank
you for your part in restoring
our world peace. .
-Peg Blake is tile Vice Pr~sidetlt of
. Student Affairs
Tragedy should not lead to bigotry
My fellow students and
Americans, I write to you
today in the aftermath of what
is the greatest tragedy since the
assassination of President John
F. Kennedy.
Although not
alive when .------------.
President
Kennedy was
shot, I now
believe I under-
stand what peo-
ple felt that day.
Kennedy once
said that, "It is
time for a new
generation of
leadership ... for
there is a new
world to be
won." These words could not
be true more today, as global
terrorism poses the gravest
As Americans we have a
responsibility to place the
needs of the country and fellow
.citizens above our own.
On behalf of students at
Boise State University, ASBSU
recently created a victims' relief
fund' to be donated to the Red
Cross. At this time ASBSU has
raised nearly fifteen hundred
dollars.
As students we have a
responsibility in educating our
campus and the greater com-
munities of which we are a
part. This responsibility is tied
to our civic responsibility in
principal and necessity.
In times of global conflict it
is commonplace in the United
States and other countries to
foster racism against the coun-
try they are in conflict with.
This racism pervades all sense
of community identity thereby and we should not convince Christian fundamentalists
destroying the fabric of ourselves otherwise. Nor bomb abortion clinics or kill
American diversity. should we convince ourselves abortion practitioners, do we
Since Tuesday, I have seen a that the Muslim people are to blame all Christians?
profound change in students blame for the actions of a few Of course we don't, because
of Middle Eastern descent as marginal fanatics. to do so would be to argue
they walk to class with their Briefly consider this argu- unreasonably and unjustly. As
heads down. I have also seen a ment, "Radical fundamentalist students and Americans we
profound change on campus Muslims destroyed the world know better. For those of you,
with other students beginning trade center, therefore, I will who do, educate those who
to make racist remarks. blame Muslims." The argu- don't. For those of you who
I ask that every student at ment is a currently held view don't, educate yourself.
this University join me in edu- by an unspecified number of Leadership entails active
eating the campus and students and members of the participation by everyone, not
Treasure Valley on the com- Treasure Valley community. just by a few. If we are to meet
plexities of this problem. We Presenting arguments logi- the challenge of global terror-
must look at this critically and. cally consistent with it will suf- ism, it will take everyone's
re!1s~!'\lbly .. J:h,e!c~s.n,lr_b,!!,~~...:,:.~ic~:~ndi~R~axi!,.g ~1~ .!.~f~tabil- .' leadership' to, maintain. our
room for Ignorant racism. ity and repugnancy of Hie security andpreser'vc our com-
Iask every student at Boise argument. munities.
State University to make a con- For example, when a former
scious attempt to be friendlier marine bombs a federal build-
to one another. We arc all stu- ing, do we blame all marines?
dents pursuing an education And similarly, when right ring
threat to democracy and secu-
rity since the Cold War.
What this country needs is
not division. What this country
needs is solidarity and unity in
supporting our government
and fellow
Americans.
There cannot be a
division among
Americans on the
basis of ideological,
racial, or religious
differences,
because our preem-
inent duty
is to foster-
ing our
national
identity.
This is the
nature of the constitution and
it must be the nature of how
we deal with this crisis.
-Nate Peterson is ti,e student body
president
Holistic perspective required in aftermath
By Scott Loderman
Mi1l11esota Daily (U.
Minnesota)
according to Bush administra- ing American journalists as vic- the White House. His corrupt
tion officials, that Osama Bin tims of terror. and despotic counterpart,
Laden was behind Tuesday'S Nor have the people of Iraq. Yasser Arafat, can't even
events. These reports should be Since the Persian Gulf war in muster an invitation. Instead,
treated cautiously. 1991 and the imposition of ,he must look helpless as his
Just a few years ago, the sanctions against its civilian people arc confined to bantus-
Clinton administration made population, the United Nations tans that increasingly resemble
similar claims about the U.S. estimates that over half a mil- those of apartheid South Africa,
embassy bombings in Kenya lion children have perished due their aspirations denied, their
and Tanzania. Based on this to malnutrition, lack of neces- dignity crushed. '
evidence, which was said to be sary phannaceuticals, poor san- There can, of course, be no
'overwhelming, Washington itation and other preventable jU$tifying the tragic attacks in
launched missiles against ter- causes. They have been joined New York and Washington.
rorist "training camps" in by their parents and grandpar- They must be '.:ondemned in
Afghanistan, as well as what-it ents, aunts, uncles and neigh- the strongest possible terms.
alleged was a chemiCal bors.. The,:Ux\ited States api) But in claiming that massive
weapons plant in Sv9an. e J~ritai\l,i~jg,!1ior partner, h'!Ye retaliation is both necessary
The evidence' for the "·insistecfthroughout on the con- and just, the United States is
Sudanese structure's usc in tinucd maintenance of the sane; only ensuring additional car-
such .a manner, according to tions regime. And, in fact, these
u.s. officials, was also over- two nations have bombed Iraq
whelming. In the course of the off and on for years - include
American attack, a security ing a handful of times in the last
guard was killed at the factory. few weeks, reportedly causing
It is worth mentioning that the a number of civilian casualties:
missile strikes were a blatant There is no exciting video
violation of international law, footage of the Iraqi peoplCB~
although this is generally of no demise, which has occur'~a
interest to policymakers in over the course of a decade, riot
Washington and it would have several hours. But dead is dead,
been difficult to learn as much and there arc hundreds of thou-
from most American media. As sands in Iraq.
it turned out, the plant actually Elsewhere in the Middle
manufactured many of the East, the United States remains
pharmaceuticals used by the Israel's leading backer, subsi-
Sudanese people. The allega- dizing its illegal occupation of
tions of its use in creating out- Palestinian lands and its repres-
lawed chemical agents quietly sion of Palestinian civilians. It
disappeared. vetoes Security Council resolu-
It is uncertain how many lions on Israel's behalf and it
civilians might have suffered or treats Israel as singularly vic-
died in the years since the timized in the ongoing
.American attack due to a lack Palestinian conflict. Israel's
of basic medicines. But it is'cer- leader, a war criminal responsi-
tain these civilians, including ble for overseeing the massacre
the Sudanese security guard of hundreds of Palestinian
killed in the missile strike, have refugees - women, men and
never been referred to by lead- children -is regularly feted at
denouncing Tuesday's horrific
loss of life, we must also try to
understand why such acts
occur. The United States has
perpetrated or contributed to
many injustices around the
world. This by no means excus-
es the indiscriminate slaughter
of American civilians. But
Washington cannot humiliate
and oppress people indefinitely
and expect nothing to happen
in response.
, How many people will have
to die - in the United States
and elsewhere - before our
elected officials commit them-
selves to a world order based
on justice, dignity and peace?
nage.
The problem isn't the
United State's weakness. It's
the United State's arrogance
and strength. If attacks against
the United States are inspired
by U.s. actions elsewhere in
the world, as seems likely, then
critically examining and recti-
fying these policies - in the
Middle East, the Balkans, East
Asia - may represent the only
means of avoiding future
attacks. Individuals resort to
terrorism, after all, because
they arc relatively powerless
and desperate and feel that
they have no other recourse.
So while mourning and
MINNEAPOLIS - It is stag-
gering to contemplate the hor-
ror of the events Tuesday and
the suffering of the thousands
of victims and their families,
Even.those persons not directly
impacted, such as me, can't
'help but feel violated and
abused.
Yet I find myself getting
extremely disturbed with
every mention of the attacks as
a "wake-up call," or of the
United States as representing
the "civilized world," or of the
bemoaning of America's loss of
national "innocence:'
Last October, following the
bombing of the U.s.s. Cole in
Yemen, I suggested in a col-
umn ("Terrorism is in the eye
of the beholder," Oct. 24) that
Americans should question not
simply how the ship could be
bombed - which raises issues
only of military preparedness
_ but in particular, why it was
bombed.
To my knowledge, this lat-
ter question has been ignored,
then and since, in virtually all
media and official' debate on
the subject. Yet resolving why
_ whether one is considering
the Cole or the horrendous
attacks in New York and
Washington, D.C. - will be
necessary if the United States
wishes to secure the future
safety of its citizens and resi-
dents.
As I write, television news-
casters have reported that
"good indications" exist, Awards -
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I
would
bet .you
anything
that if
someone
passed
outques-
tionaires
to all the
students
at school
asking
w hat
the y
thought about the parking situ-
ation, there would be responses
about the same as mine or
worse. I really think the school
should invest in a parking
garage for "general parking," Melissa Illmall
especially for when big events
are held at the campus and half
of one of the parking lots are - Republicans govern with
reserved for the event and religious hoodoo
blocked off from students. Here
they have an awful parking
problem at this school, and they
raise the prices of everything to
pay for another Recreation
Richard Slack
Boise
Center? I'm having a really
hard time finding the logic in
this decision. I'm sure the
Recreation Center. will be used
by some students, but I feel they
don't have their priorities
straight.
I don't even have a clue as to
how many students go to
school here, but I know it's got
to be a heck of a lot more than
the number of parking spaces.
Also, there are more students
every year,ClIl.gI'm sure some
people decide out of the blue in
the middle of year to start tak-
ing classes, not just every fall
semester. Can you imagine how
parking will be five years from
now?
Even though there are stu-
dents that graduate every year,
or even every semester, some of
those graduates come back to
take more classes. Not to be
down on the new Rec Center,
but I'd trade it for a parking
garage for general parking. I
would be willing to bet that
other students would feel the
same.
poor .judgment, but denying
an affair does not warrant
impeachment. If that were the
case/few politicians would be
left in Washington.
Jerel's hero Ronald Reagan
should have been impeached
for his Iran Contra debacle.
For brains, George W. Bush is
way down on the IQ scale in
comparison to the Clintons.
That's why Willie was
despised by republicans,
because he could outfox them
most of the time.
Shame is a rresident that
does the will 0 the religious
right, that tramples on the
First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution, and a way of
thinking that would push us
back to state of the world
before the Reformation. I
would like to be tolerant of
religious people, but when so
many people who call them-
selves Christians are intolerant
of other beliefs and are trying
to force their view of
Christianity on the rest of us.
The Republican party fosters
this narrow-minded religioUS
thinking into the political
arena.
ParklnQ should be a top parking spot.
priority at BSU ' . That same morning, I left
and I spotted a lady, ,whom I
, It's only the third .week of could tell was looking for a
this semester, and I've about parking spot. I motioned to her
had it With the parking situa- and told her I was leaving, and
tion at, school. I got a parking she gave me a ride out to my
ticket today because I had to ear at the other end of the park-
park at Julia Davis Park. I have ing lot so I could give her my
a general parking pass, and I parking spot. That was just a
understand that it doesn't day of luck for me and another
"guarantee" me a parking pass; individual.
but the
avail-
ab 1 e .' ~
parkin'g. . . y~:;iletters
parking th
i s to 0-r~~.cu~ e itor
eve n
get s
frustrat-
ing finding a spot in the stadi-
um parking lot sometimes. In a
usual morning by about 8:30,
there are people in their cars
just sitting in some the paths
between all the parked cars, just
hoping that maybe someone
will leave.
One morning, I got there
about 10a.m. and spotted a guy
walking out to the parking lot,
and I asked him if lie was leav-
ing. He said he was and told
me where he was parked, very
nice person, and let me have his
MaklnQ sense of troQedy lecture as if nothing happens
every single day. '. '..' . . .
While Tuesday's events I suggest tliat it would be
unfolded on the East Coast I folly to assume. that we should
spent the day likemany other ever expect to continue our atti-
students. I moved from class tudes of world power without
to cl~s sharing Information, opposition from now on.
~t~g an update on the tele- Certainly seekingretributio'n
VISion screens around cam- against those responsible for
p~s, and asking questions this disaster is appropriate, but
about our safety, the horror of the reasons for the attack still
the video and what to make of remain, and if we shy away
the attack. ---~ . from addressing thoselSSue.$.I
I paused to eat lunch with ~ar we will face more aggres-
my girlfriend and assuage S10n. ' ,
each other's grief and fear.We Further, in a university that
shared comments that we had proclaims to offer "real educa-
overheard in our other classes tion for the real world," how
~er being given an opportu: can any discipline be immune
mty to discuss the implica- to the repercussions of the
tions inside the classroom. events of Tuesday morning?
When we arrived at the Professors who decide to
room for her afternoon class leave students wandering, sur-
we were met at the door by ~ rounded by graphic images,
sign indicating that the class rumor and conjecture without
would be cancelled, saying, an outlet to express their con-
"in light of the events occur- cerns and feel attachment to
ring today, it seems pointless each other and the institution
to lecture as if nothing had should' be ashamed of them-
happened." selves.
After speaking with a few Extreme times create the best
other students, I. discovered opportunity to learn. It is unfor-
that this trend, while small, tunate that horrible circum-
continued allover the campus. stances such as these create
If the point is to maintain an occasion to grow, but missing a
aura of appropriateness in chance to help students emo-
terms of the gravity of nation- tionally and stimulate the
al events, then when is it process of learning is shameful.
appropriate to resume activi-
ties as if nothing had hap- Matt Neznanski
pened? Tomorrow? Next Staff writer, the Arbiter
week? Indeed it is pointless to
Jerel Thomas proves that
there is a fine line between
right-wing republicans and
nazis. As for Clinton, he used
Long day's journey into night
As ~~olumnist or.commen- ther commentary? Not really; WTC will become a tragic America is #1 is not an article for that reaction, and we've
t~tor, It s not. alw~ys eas~ to I doubt there is anyone within touchstone for a generation, a of faith worldwide. The first never felt that as a nation
find somethmg ~nterestmg, the United States who didn't "where were you" moment in WTC bombing also indicated before. Depending on how
humorous ?r particularly ~el- spend all their free time glued our collective lives, but this, but there was never the Bush's War on Terrorism
evant to wnte .about, espe~Ia!- to MSNBC, CNN, Fox News there's more than that. level of fear and disquiet goes, we may never again, but
I~ ~or an audience who isn t Network or whatever outlet Comparisons to Pearl Harbor around that event that we see it's too late. Maybe worst of
sitting clo.seby. you prefer over the last few have been made, and those now, partly due to scale, and all, we're no longer a young
Somet1m~~, days. are appropriate as well. partly due to the relative lack nation. From our beginning,
though, It s We've all Certainly we seem to be gear- of success (a handful dead, we have been the young,
better. when pored over the pic- ing up for a war on terrorism scores injured, but the build- brash upstart kids, cocky and
th~re l~n't any- tures, the statistics, in general, a war that is long ing was fixed .and suspects capable, ready and willing to
thmg like that. the grieving. I overdue. were caught). take on the world.
~he destruc- would go so far as Airport security is being Another aspect, related to Through wars, economic
tton of the to say we're numb revamped, and undoubtedly the first, is that we now collapses, natural disasters
World Trade to it, thankS to the some changes in the intelli- undemtand, truly understand, and tlle like, we've been there
Center .last surfeit of informa- gence community will result. that there are people in the with that same attitude,
week has given tion we These things are just symp- world who do not like us. because that's part of our
those of us in have at our toms, though. In the long run, There were reports of celebra- national character. Well, we
this business a fingertips. I imagine there will be several tions after the crashes, and are starting to understand, if
~urplus of top- In the end, things we as a people will not just in one place: how rev- only at some in~tinctuallevel,
ICSto touch on; what do we learn from this. For one thing, elatory is that? Thousands of that our attitude do('s not pro-
and. every last ' take away our long-standing belief in f,eople, people with lives and tect us from everything.
one of us wishes that we did- from something like this? Like our innate superiority has lopes of their own likely We are not invulnerable,
n't. Does this cat- the Kennedy assassination or been altered; it ISnow patent- dead, and people cheer. You we can be hurt by the evil that
aclysmic event need any fur- the Challenger explosion, the ly obvious that the idea that have to really detest someone men have done to our siblings
~\
in other parts of the world, it
can happen to us. It seems
almost petty to call this our
midlife crisis, but that's what
it looks like. America has
grown up to the point where
it truly understands mortali-
ty, as a nation. That kind of
maturity is not a bad thing; it
hopefully comes to all beings
that live and grow long
enough. It's unfortunate
beyond words that it came at
such a. grievous price, and
that not all of her people will
.benefit from this calamitous
lesson.
Vnderstanding responses to a trau:lDatic event:
faIl apart, feel rotten, and cry.
Keep a journal. Write your
way through. those sleepless
hours.
Pray, meditate, and appreciate
the sanctity of life.. Tomorrow
is never promised.
as possible. We are located on
the 6th floor of the Education
building. We are here to help
you get through this part of
the healing process.
ing these reactions. After all,
they are signs of your human-
ity.
Talk to people about your
feelings, fears and uncertain-
ties.
Do not attempt to numb your
emotional pain with drugs or
alcohol.
Reach out to others and spend
time with people you can trust
and cherish.
Help someone express his or
her feelings. A very cathartic
experience that should be
shared.
Give yourself permission
some of these normal reac-
tions:
Increased fear, anger, frustra-
tion, or despair.
Agitation or anxiety.
Difficulty concentrating or
sustaining fOl;Uses.
Irritability and low tolerance
for frustration .
Hypervigilance
Disorientation of time (partic-
ularly the passage of time).
Sleep disturbance and or
nightnlares.
Low energy.
Lapses of memory.
Preoccupation with the event.
Poor appetite.
Again, these are normal
reactions. Although painful,
they are part of the recovery
process. While there is little
anyone can do to take away
these uncomfortable feelings,
there are several things you
can do to speed up the recov-
ery process:
Structure your time. Keep
busy and keep your life as
normal as possible.
Don't berate yourself for hav-
Although we may not want
to talk, there is often a desire
to be around others during
this time. The strong sense of
community is a valuable
resource. Whether it is in a
residence hall, in a classroom,
or in a prayer service, it is
important that we find ways
to connect with others during
the day. It is important to
previde a context for commu-
nity members, whether they
are students, staff, or faculty
to talk about the events, as
they are ready. ,
Some of us are less comfort-
a.ble with strong emotions or
with feelings of powerless-
ness. There is sometimes a'
desire to avoid the emotional
content by engaging in intel-
lectual discussions about the
events and their implications.
This is a reasonable coping
strategy. Remember, people
deal with situations different-
ly and' at a different pace and
not all people can or want to
deal with the situation in this
manner.
As the event continues to
unfold we may experience
By Carol Pgngburn
Boise State Counseling Cwter
We all have been touched
deeply by the recent terrorist
events in New York City and
Washington D.C. and the
tragic loss of life. As we
. struggle to come to, terms
with all that ha~ happened in
the past seven days, it may be
helpful to keep a few things
in mind regarding how peo-
ple typically manage the
traumatic events. lt is very
important to recognize that
having an emotional reaction
is both normal and expected,
and people deal with these
situations differently. There
is no one "right way." The
following are common char-
acteristics of the process peo-
ple typically experience.
After the initial shock, the
numbness and stunned dis-
belief often give way to a
sense of agitation or anxious-
ness as we consider our own
vulnerability to tragedies of
all types. Other intense emo-
tions such as anger and deep
sadness are not uncommon.
If after several days, you
find you are still having diffi-
ct:lty adjusting to school and
other parts of your life, don't
hesitate to contact the BSU
Counseling Center for an
appointment at 426-1601 or
4261661, or stop by anytime
to _ and you will be seen as soon STOP
~'~~"-""".~_.'/' N.::I~ ,
€)
4)
and read
The Arbiter
Monday & Thursday
BSUs Official Home for Tattoos & Piercing
member of the Idaho Tattoo Association
Custom Tattoos & Piercing
modern sterilization • exotic body piercing
1344-53551
1041 Broadway Ave. Across from BSU Stadium
'10% off with BSU 1.0.REMINDER!STUDENTS! Let.y!'ur
Opinion
be
heard!
ASBSU (426-1440) provides FREE ATTORNEY CONSULTATIONS
with a local private lawyer for most legal problems you may have,
including: .
divorce/family law
landlord problems
child cu~tody and child support
collection and debt problem,S
personal injury and insurance
workmen's co~pensation claims
DUI/criminal
The Arbiter is cur-
rently seeking any
and everyone who
lias an opinion on
just about anyt..,ing
under the sun. So
use your right to
free speechoD
somethingother--'--
then your answer--
-ing machine.
Contact Sean
.Hayesat.345-
8204x112;"TAKE ADVANTAGEI
Call ASBSUfor an appointment. Attomeys:MargaretLezamiZ a~d
John Schroeder of Schroeder & LezamizLaw Offices,LLP, Boise, 10.
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Bleymaier says .95%
of players graduate
uated from BoiseState (53%).
By Todd MilU In football,. 12 freshmen
BroncoSports.com enrolled in 1994-95, with six
95.2 percent of all student- leaving the team frior to th~ir
athletes who enrolled as fresh- senior year.' All 0 the remain-
men at BoiseState University in irig six graduated (100%). In
1994-95 and who remained at men's basketball, two freshmenenrolled in 1994 and both left
Boise State for at least seven BoiseState within two years. Of
semesters, graduated. dThis announcement was the four transfers, two gra uat-
~ade (fuesday) by Boise State ed (50%).
Athletic Director Gene During the past 10 years, 78
Bleymaier. Ft:rcent of all student-athletes
In 1994-95, 38 students who exhausted their eligibility
f h d
at BoiseState have graduated.
enrolled as res men anreceived athletic aid. Of those 38 "Our. Peterson Learning
students, 17 did not exhaust Center and academic enhance-
their athletic eligibility at Boise ment program are paying divi-
State, or left prior to their senior dends and continue to provideexcellent support for our stu-
yeabf the 21 students who dents" concluded Bleymaier.
remained, 20 (95.2%)completed This past year, Boise State
their degree. Of the original 38 graduated 59 student-athletes
students who enrolled, 20 grad- from all sports.
Athletes,
coaches
resume
regular
schedule
Athlete completion rates
cause concern nationwide
By Brgndon Flglg
The Arbiter
University athletes are
returning to the playing fields
and hardwood courts today
after last week's cancellation of
all sports contests due to recent
terrorism.
"Everything is supposed to •
be business as usual (today)," •
said Lori Hays, a sports infor-
mation director for BoiseState. 0
All athletic contests were
canceled last week and week-
end with the exception of the
fo?tb~ll aga.inst Central.
Michigan, which was post-
poned until Dec. 1,Hays said. The men's lacrosse team runs drills during their Thursday practice on the field outside the SUB.
Although most games were
canceled, some coaches may try
and reschedule them, Athletic
Director Gene Bleymaier said.
The .decision to cancel or
postpone games, although
problematic, was needed to·
honor victims of the terrorism
and also for the safety of players
and fans.
The postponement of the By Steve Gowgns
football game could cause some Special to the Arbiter
problems in terms of attendance
and revenue, Bleymaier said. Yes, it's that time of year
"There's no question that it, again when summer meets
could effect us adversely, but fall and sports are in the air.
under the circumstances we still It's an exciting time if you
thought it was the right deci- love speed, agility, and hard
sion," he said. hits, and I'm not just talking
Bronco teams scheduled to about football here.
compete through the weekend The men's lacrosse team
included women's soccer at recently took the field again in
Gonzaga University on Sunday, preparation for another great
the men's and women's cross season. Coming off a 12-3
country teams at the Northwest record and yet another
Nazarene University All- "Sports Club of the Year"
Comers Meet in Nampa on award for the third consecu-
Saturday, the men's and tive time, the men have their
women's tennis teams fall clas- eyes set on another stellar per-
sic to be hosted by BoiseStateon formance.
Friday and the men's golf team When asked about expect a-
at the Air Force Invitatio~al tions for the year, junior Brian
Thursday and Friday, accordmg Sanderson said, "Since I start-
to BroncoSports.com. ed, our talent has grown expo-
PholobvTedHannon, The Arbiter
The highest graduation rate
in the nation belongs to
Northwestern University with
a rate of 92 percent student-
athletes graduating.
The breakdown of sex had
24Jercent of men graduating
an 50percent of Boisewomen
receiving their degree. These
statistics are tempered by oth-
ers given in Teel's article.
The NCAA graduation
rates count athletes who trans-
fer from their first school as
not graduating from their pre-
vious schools regardless of
how they do after changing
schools.
The NCAA also released a
news report indicating that
BoiseState has achieved a level
of success in the academic
endeavors in comparison to
the student body.
During the six-year incre-
ment between 1994 and 2000,
Bronco athletes were 28 per-
cent more likely to graduate
than the average. student at
BSU.
That news, while positive,
perhaps can be explained by
the nature of BSU enrollment.
A research report by Marcia
Belcheir, written in April 1999,
states that only 10 percent of
BSU non-athlete freshmen
graduate from college in the
traditional four years"
However, after six years
those numbers rise to almost
25 percent and after a period of
10 years they jump another 7
percent.
Boise State's high com-
muter based student body
helps explain the low gradua-
tion rates .
Boise State lacrosse set
to turn SOllie heads
nentially, and I don't expect
that to change."
Fund-raising has been
under way working to build
up funds for tou.rname~ts t~at
include stops 111 Cahforma,
Utah, Washington, Oregon,
and Colorado. The Broncos
finished 2nd last year at the
finals in Durango, Colorado
and with three first-team-aU-
conference starters returning,
hope to take it one level fur-
ther and bring home the
championship.
The first series of games
kick off at noon when BSU
plays host to the Boise Men's
League on September 22nd at
the SUB fields.
You may have seen a
lacrosse stick or two being
sported around campus as
part of the women's effort to
Analysis by Tomas
Hortman
Special to tile Arbiter
The NCAA released the
2000 Knight report on student
gain team unity and establish athlete graduation rates and
dedication. the results bring to light some
The"women begin the year interesting results about BSU
under new sponsorship and a athletes.
whole new attitude. According to David Teel of
"We have had a great the Virginia Daily Press, the
turnout so far and the new tal- NCAA found that 48 percent of
ent is learning faster then Division I-A scholarship foot-
expected," said goaltender ball players who enrolled as
Julia Bennett. freshmen in 1993 earned
With hopes of a trip to degrees. That percentage is the
Arizona, fundraising h_as ..lowest in eight years and falls
begun with raffles, and a com- short of all other sports.
munity effort with the upcorn- The most extreme commis-
ing Special Olympics. sion recommendation is to not
The ladies continue faU allow teams that do not gradu-
practice and hope to carry this ate at least 50 percent of their
built up momentum into early players to compete in confer-
spring and in time for their cnce championships or post-
first tournament. season play.
f the NCAA used this crite-
ria, however, it would be with-
out national champion
Oklahoma (35 percent), and
high profile program Virginia
Tech (45 percent).
The system would also
leave Boise State plenty of time
to plan a winter vacation; the
Bronco's graduated 20 percent
of their scholarship football
players.
TIle football players aren't
the only athletes at BSU to fail
to graduate. According to The
Chronicle of Higher Education,
graduation rates for athletes
enrolled from 1990 to 1993and
who graduated within a six-
year period, was 34 percent
here at Boise State.
Ath'eletet:~-:JI . .'
toWatch-, '
sophomore Michelle Carman led the
Broncos to a team victory in the squad's
first cross country meet of 2001 - the Bogus
Basin Invitational - a five-kilometer race.
Carman continues her streak as the leading
finisher for the Bronco women. She was the
top racer in all six of Boise State:s competi-
tions last year as a freshman, and won two of
those six races overall as well.
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Buy STans
~@ft @f!i1C! ffrt~rt:
with BSUStudent ID
1028 Beacon Street-
Directly across froin Albertsons
Open 7 days a week
.. !:-!!m:.:r of Capitol & Myrtle
.' Open Sunday· Thursday until 10 pm
Friday & Saturday until midnight
I) Do you
rlovesports ?
The Arbiter is seeking
Sports editor and sports
writers to cover BSU
athletics. A salaried
sports editor position
and apaid sports writer
position are available,
as well as numerous
freelance
opportunities .
THE
WHORPER
SAYS:-
Want free field-side
seats to football
games?
IT'S LIKEYOU DIED AND WENT
TO FLAME-SROILED HEAVEN.
•.~" ..._ ....-_,1''''_-·
. RIghI now. you can gel our delicious ftame-broIIed cheesebu!ger for 491: ,
our double chee5eilUrger for 1l9¢: or our lripIe for just $1Ag.
In The Land Of Burgers, WHOPPERe Is King.
Please call Editor-in-Chief
Brandon Fiala ~t 34.5-8204,
ext I05.qre-mail at .
editoi-@arbiteroDline.com.
F«a__ onI1-_
onil
par1IdI>aIl<in __ .nt & (C)2lJ01 BURGERIONO-"'"
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Anyone who has ever taken
Professor ,Trusky's
Introduction to Book Arts
class can attest to his,commit-
ment of keeping it fun.
This semester, Trusky's stu-
dents have embarked on a
"panty raid" of sorts. His
unusual request was for stu-
dents to bring him their clean,
natural fiber underwear so
they can be pulped into paper.
His call was answered with
a plethora of panties. One of
his students brought in a pair
of boxer shorts proudly dis-
playing the "Stars and
Stripes." Most of the other
selections were classic white
cotton, but there was a pair of
black silk panties in the mix.
Trusky had no qualms about
trying on the assortment for a
photo opportunity in his
Hemingway Center office (The
Arbiter Sept. 6).
The panties were then
hand-delivered ' to the
Mountain Home studio of a
past student of Trusky's, Tom
Bennick.
This is where Bennick
taught a papermaking work-
shop to the students on Sept.
11. The panties were placed
into a piece of equipment
called a Holland beater, which
macerated the fabric into pulp
form. The pulp was then put
into a water solution. A fine
screen and a wood frame
called a deckle were then used.
The screen was pulled
upward 'through the deckle,
p,roducing a fine layer of
'panty pulp," which is left on
top of the screen. The pulp
was then dried on a felt board
over night, ultimatelyproduc-
ing a sheet of paper.
Trusky defines papermak-
ing as the' "interweaving of
cellulose, fibers."
The "pantr.' paper" has
already made Its retu?' trip t.o
Boise, ,so tile students work IS
essentially dorie. They, aren't
,requiredto do anything with
September 17! 2001
By Wendy vengble'
The Arbiter
. 7:30 AM is not only the
time your alarm goes off in
order to make it class on time
it is also the frequency' fo;
KBSU, Idaho's Jazz Station,
and home of Boise State's
Student Radio.
You probably did not
know this,'or the fact that stu-
dent programming is an allot-
ment of time given by this
National Public Radio sta-
tion. Student Radio is specifi-
cally programmed for stu-
dents by students.
Sundays through Fridays
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. is the
given amount of time for
Student Radio. There are sev-
eral different programs offer-
ing a wide range of variety of
music, interviewing, poetry,
. and the spoken word.
Travis Owens, Student
Radio's Head of Operations
says, "that's the great thing
about it. There's no format at
. all. We're set loose, pretty
much, covering a whole
range of formats. We have
heavy metal, Cuban music
programs, all the-way to elec-
tronics and Christian music.
You can't find that on one
program on a commercial
radio."
Another great thing about
student programming is the
opportunity it gives students
to learn recording skills, prac-
tice public speaking, and
boost the resume.
''It definitely opens up
other things," Owens said.
He explains that business-
es post job ads at the station,
and they are always looking
for students with experience
in radio programming. "It's
obviously great for your
resume, just to get into the
radio department. You learn
how to produce; you learn
skills that are really impor-
tant to the music industry, the
mixing console, learning the
microphones, learning about
interviewing. It opens
doors," Owens said.
Panties
•In
progress
py J. patrick Kelly
The Arbiter
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For students interested in
hosting or co-hosting shows,
the prerequisite is to take the
Introduction to Radio
~roduction, then pitch your
Idea to Department of
Communication professor
Dr. Bob Rudd.' '
Once your foot's in the
?oor, then polishing your
Id~as a~d practicing your
voice will follow. It's impor-
tant to listen to student pro-
grams, and network by
meeting the other people
involved. -
When asked if they have
~n overabundance of people
interested. Owens explains,
"the good thing about hav-
ing more students willIng to
do programming is that
gives us more of a push to
KBSU to give us more time.
The more people we have
going out for student' radio, .
the bigger it makes us look,
and the better it is." He
i~cludes with that point, "we
like adding to our mixing
pot, adding more people
adds that much more diver-
sity."
Owens talks about other
college radio programming,
even other colleges in Idaho,
where student programming
makes up a larger portion of
air time, sometimes as much
as fifty percent of the time
allotment.
"BSU is just lacking big
time," Owens said. '
He speculates several dif-
ferent things such as the lack
of student involvement lead
to the time restrictiuns, and
attributes administrative
decisions as a factor to the
sparse airtime allowed. But
mentions Boise State stu-
dents could be instrumental
in the change, and hopes lis-
teners will eventually
demand more.
Some of the setbacks to
having an AM frequency is
the reputation for badrecep-
tion, especially once it gets
dark. They have been look-
ing into pushing for com-
plete Internet access for bet-
ter reception and a 24-hour
<,IIPIIlU"
... ~." ~.
Photo by Ted Hannon. The Artllter
Student Radio Head of Operations Travis Owens considers spinning records (In this case a 010recprd) an Important part of his dally
regimen. In additions to attending to his duties of office, Owens also hosts a radio show called "Levels Up" which features under- '
ground electronic music,
agenda. KBSU can currently
be transferred online through
radio.boisestate.edu.
Another function of student
radio is to showcase local tal-
ent. Usually, unknown bands
have a hard time getting their
music heard via radio, but
students running their own
.shows are always open to
ideas, suggestions, and new
music.
"Basically r every program
on student radio is stuff
you're not going to hear on
commercial radio. We can
still pretty much say whatev-
er we want without any inter-
ventions from anyone else,
and that's another good
thing, 'no commercials,"
Owens said.
Student Radio does not pay
its employees, but the experi-
Some of Student Radio's programming
available on AM730: .
Friday at 9:00 pm Wednesday at 8:00 pm
Too Much Distortion hosted Abecedarian Airwaves hosted
by Levi Chick by Dan Krejci
Anything and everything Alphabetical picks and furiky
Heavy Metal vibes
cnce is invaluable.
"It's a lot of work and you
don't get paid, but everyone I
know that's involved is really
enjoying it. It's really cool to
go horne and hear your voice
on the radio," Owens said.
Owens listed some of the
local talent showcased in the
past: 1'riphonic 3, Clock, and
Size of Alaska.
Pick up an Imprint
.Magazine on campus for pro-
gramming and show times.
There is also the BSU
Broadcasting Club for those
looking for a niche into the
field. Email Owens for details
at lcvcls_up@yahoo.
Monday at 8:00 pm
Like My Style hosted by
Aaron Bell
Funky fresh beats
Thursday at 8:00 (first and,
tty~~iTh:'hosted' by La~ra
Wylde
Where art meets the micro-
phoneTuesday at 8:00 pm
The Fringe hosted by Jesse
Fadel and JonNelson
Christian Rock and Punk
Thursday at 8:00 (second and .
fourth Thurs.), " '
Levels Up hosted by Travis
Owens .'
Underground eclecticgrooveTuesday at 9:00 pmTen-9 hosted by Annie Love
Eclecticalternative
"Ii
Trusky's
flnecol-
lectlonof
panties
prior to
being
pulped.
Bennick (rloht) proudty displays his Holland
beater to Book Art students Dwayne
Blackaller (left) and Deanna Dalley (center).
Two Book Art students examlnln~thetr wet pulp which Is soon to be "panty paper'''. stand the, test of time because
of its durable composition.
Trusky's Introduction to
Book Arts, class is taught'
every semester through ili~
English Department., :
the final prodUct because the, "panty paper," that when a one that you turned your pepper paper, chorizo paper,
act of making the paper itself student asked him to person- panties into paper? and a few others," Pittam
is the emphasis of the project. ally drive.his project back to Personally, I've never experi- said.
"Some students in the past ,Boisebecause he was afraid it enced the process of making "Extremely -thin 'Larch-
have printed poetry andmade would be damaged on his paper. It wasn't nearly as ment, Ethiopian scroll. and
chapbooks, and others: have motorcycle, Trusky gracio,'usly involved as I thought it would goatskin styles of papenn
k
-
t;::"l~:;%~~f~ Obl~~iot,S",phPittari, thor-b·'"i;:::kip~~,tudeotshave ~ ;::::':'m";cl~~j~:=
said.' ",' ' .': oughly enjoyedtbeexperience. made paper from all kinds of SaId.
Truskycared' so much of this semester'S project., natural materials. "We were One thing isfor certain: His
about the welfare> Df the " How often Canyou,tel160me- given samples of wine paper, ' students~ "panty paper". ~
"f
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Crossword
How to play:
ACROSS
1 Early birds?
5 One of the
Florida Keys
10 Adhesive strip
14 Small combo
15 Inplain view
16 pitcher Hershiser
17 Statuesque
18 Of Capitol Hill
20 Belly
22 Brief book
23 Sheldrake
25 Thread holder
28 Wallach or
Whitney
29 Pitcher Ayan
33 Marilu of "Taxi"
35 Take the odds
37 Food thickener
38 Break bread
39 "The Raven"
poet's initials
41 Sign of a hit
43 Keanu in "The
Matrix"
44 North Carolina
college
46 File marker
48 Chinese, e.g.
50 Chase away
52 Grog ingredient
54 Banal
55 Zoo
58 Expunged .
61 Achieve
65 Transverse
'element
67 Mine entrance
.68 Intertwine
69 Popped the
question
70 Dodge model
71 Wife/sister of
Osiris
72 City southwest of
York
73 Funnyman
• Carvey
DOWN
1 Kett of the comics
2 Snatch
3 Cover with gold
4 Wise king
5 Defeated rival
6 Even the score
Read the Monday edition of The Arbiter
& find the trivia question of the week,
then submit your answer to
contest@arbiteronline.com. The
correct answer will be printed in the
Thursday's edition. If you were right.
you'll be rewarded with fWO entries for
the weekly drawing-if you were wrong.
your answer will be passed around the
office and laughed at!
Looking to earn money
for your organization
or yourself? Try Fund-
U, a no cost fundrais-
ing program that'S
easyan~ reliable. Call
1-866-48-FUND-U or
visit www.fund-u.com.
sports Minded
Looking for cOlnpeti-
tive leaders who want
to achieve an above
average lifestyle.
#672-8857
IDEAL
EMPLOYMENT
...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...
IMAGINE THIS:
• Evening &YImld sNfts ~ hMt
·T~~·0lI ~ averagen~~
· Pa~Training
~ ~TURNER&KLElliAre you a female 20-321 NWOD is looking
for ovurn(egg) donors
in your area. Would
you like to help some-
one's dream come
true and earn $4000.
For more info call
208-634-9774
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
FREETICKETS
TO EVERY
BSU
ATHLETIC
EVENT!
The Arbiter is
looking for a
dedicated BSU
sports fan that
wants to get up
close to the
action.
Did we mention
we will even pay
you for it?
Go to a game and
write a story, what
could be easier?
Car sale, moving,
Toyota Tercel 1992,
good cond., CD, excel-
lent mpg, new battery.
Call: 283-3724.
Dorm room fridge, 2
yrs. old, 19x19x19 for
$50. If interested call
429-9910.
Cook w / no water!
Heavy, 7-ply surgical
stainless steel! 17 piece
set normally $1695,
now only $396.50! Not
in sstores! Lifetime
guarantee! 1-800-434-
4628
CallBrandonat 345-8204
[H ]
ext. 105 for more.ousing I u.-inf_orma_lion.-----'
FEMALE
TO SHARE HOUSE
On bus route to BSU.
Mary 383-0198 $300+
Evergreen Suites-
Partially Furnished
Private Suites by BSU.
All Utilities and Cable
TV paid- FREE HBO
384-1600 $350/Month
Contest rules:
All e-mails must include an answer
(preferably a correct one). your name,
address and a phone number-so we
can hunr you down if you win.
Weekly winners will be announced
in the following Monday edition.
The Grand Prize winner will be
announced in the Dec. 17th Finals
Reliefissue. Contest runs 08/27/01
though 12/14/0 J.
Okay. okay-if you were wrong. you
can still send another e-mail to
contest@arbiteronline.com with the
correct answer. and you'll be rewarded
with one entry for rhe weekly drawing
just for being so persistent!
All winners will be selected by a random drawing of eligible entries. Wcddr. winners will receive a prize
donated by mat week's sponsor. All entries containing the correct answer will be entered into a grand pr!zc
drawing. to be held at the end of the semester No purChase necessary. All pr-z.esWill be ~wwied. ~rand EflZC
will be one semester of free books. to be provided Or the BSU Bookstore. Used books WIllbe prOVIdedwhere
available. This offer is void where prohibited or restricted by federal. sUU:, or loca1laws. Employees of The
Arbiter. the BSU Student Union. their families and government employees arc not eligible. Apphcable t2XC$are
the sole responsibility of the:winners. .
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Solutions7 Stimpy's pal
8 Mamas of
mamas
9 Von Bismarck
and Graham
10 Matadors
11 Seed cover
12 Ring
13 Rtzgerald of scat
19 Hot chamber
21 Donnybrook
24 Clerical vestment ~~-+-
25 Transparently thin
26 U.S. family of
artists
27 In a dominant
position
30 Tropical porch
31 Representative
32 Hangman's knot
34 Fink
36 _ -la-la
40 Utopia
42 Rome's port
45 Unbeatable foes
47 Insect
49 Politically divided
59 Stretches of
history
60 Focal points
62 Conception
·63 Promised Land
64 Sicilian volcano
66 Just get by
island
51 q Allows to
53 California city
56 Himalayan
country
57 Marsh grasses
58651
_~=::::;=~ .Own only what you can carry with YOUi know l~nguage, know coun~rles,
know people. Let your memory.be your travel hag .., ..
w. c•• ·•• 'p you •• k.·•• 8Iorle.. '
We hfteinPns around IheWOrw lIlld IheUniledSlatesl
VIsit IhelnlemattoaalProgramS Offke al1136.Etdid Ave.
. -:·(201) 426-36$2
l_lt_ern_be__ f.;.;.17.,;-.2;; .;o:;..:o;:..1-------------------D,.Llivuef.l,r..ll.suiQun.1lisL-----~-~-------_---...,;;T;.:.;;h.:;..e ;;..;A;;;.;fb;;,;;.it;;,;;.ef:...·_P:;..:a~ge;;....;;.9
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~oiseSta~ep..esen!s;~Cl1M~~tl1sprovide
.me classical evenings'll great getaway
Boise State's Special Events
enter is. presenting the
101/2002 Classical Concert
usic Series. This season's
ie-up "showcases, six classical
usic ~rformanc~s.
This, mOt\th's'featured artist
Alexander Fiterstein, clar-
ietist, who will be expressing
is 'musical style 'on' Saturday,
ept. 22 at 8 p.m. Fiterstein is
riginally from Minsk, Russia,
ut.immigratedto Israel when
e \Va? h\'o-years-old. He won
~rs~place i~ the 2001 Young
.oncert Artists International
urditions and has performed
or audiences worldwide.
On Saturday, Nov. 3 at 8
»m., Stephan Milenkovich will
:harm Boise with his talents on
ziolin. Milenkovich has been
olaying since he was three-
fears-old, and, performed -his
first orchestral piece when he
was five- years-old. A native of
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, he is cur-
rently . teaching violin at
Juilliard's DeLay Institute.
~ianist, Wendy Chen, will
be performing on Saturday,
Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. Chen won the
Young Concert Artists
International Auditions in
1997, and has been awarded
the Bruce Hungerford Prize.
Chen's performance accom-
plishments include- a-debut
with the Los An&eles
Philharmonic at 15-yeariB>ld
and an appearance' with:~e
Boston Pops. '
Saturday, Feb. 23, 2002, 8
p.m. the Classical Music Se~es
continues with The Debussy
Trio, which features Marcia
Dickstein, harp, Angela
Wiegland, flute, and Keith
Greene, violin. The trio is
known for its musical innova-
tion by uniquely capturing the
20th Century style. Each
member plays individually for
the Los Angeles Music Center
Opera, Santa Barbara
Chamber Orchestra, Long
Beach Symphony, and the
Fairbanks Arts Festival.
Saturday, April 20, 2002, 8
p.m. Tomas Rodriguez is fea-
tured on classical guitar.
Rodriguez was born in
America, coming from
, Wendy Vengble
te Arbiter
Spanish and Scotch-Irish roots.
He began playing the guitar at
seventeen-years-old, and is
inspired by such greats as [imi
Hendrix, [oao Gilberto, and
Andres Segovia. ' .
The season's finale will
crescendowith a performance'
by the AmeriCan lWass~Quintet"
','01\ W, ednes<IaY, A:pril to, 2002~~
8:09~,p.m:"'Memb~rs' }nclud~.:,:
Raymond Mase.and:' Kevin
Cobb; trumpet,;; David,"
Wa~fieW" .:"horlll, •. Mich<le~,
Powell, tromBone, and [ohnD:
Rojak, bass trombone. The
American Brass Quintet con-
tinues its 40-year legacy of
entertaining fans worldwide.
Season tickets can be pur-
chased for $20 for students and
$40 for the general public
through Select-a-Seat, and are
recommended to be ordered by
Sept. 29.
" Season ticket prices do not
include the American Brass
Quintet, which is priced sepa-
rately at $5. ,Individual concert
tickets are' $5 for students per
event and can be purchased a
month prior to the event d<lte.
?eating is limited.,
ByWendy Vengble
The Arbiter
ing stint of the journey. The
ridge between a valley of
jagged peaks will hoist you
into a nostalgic, fairy-talc
land of brilliant grasses and
a quiet mountain !i~t:~am..
With no one else around
to muck up this wonder:
land, it is a sight for tired
and exhilarated eyes. Baron
Creek parallels the remain-
der' of the hike up to the
lake.
Big Baron Lake, at the
end of the journey presents
a wondrous view of the
Sawtooths, and is a peaceful
place to camp overnight ..
This hike usually takes six
hours.
H is not recommended to
hike there and back in one
day, and is preferable if the
chosen weekend is at least
two to three days long.
Perfect for a holiday week-
end, like Labor Day.
The lake is also fed by
trails from Redfish Lake,
and so it can be popular
place to camp overnight.
However, if you arc a bit
adventurous and own a
good topographic map of ,
the region, I would suggest
you travel as we did that
weekend, and find one of
the smaller lakes to camp
next to instead of a marked
one.
The Sawtooth's arc ,a
great place to discover your
"own private Idaho."
DVD and Video.pix
By Tile Arbiter staff
After a long hike, this spot
lends relief to sore muscles
Follow the signs to the
Ahhh, the first weeks of Baron Lakes. There are sever-
_school' have' brought··£orth~ al trails that lead off the main
new changes after, a sum- : orie~1jutstay on the one which
mer o.t>£un: and r~l~ation. ;will take you all the way to
nut wait,,,,,there was, still the top. Even on the busiest
rabot' Dly weekend; a, weekend for outdoor sports,
~p'-ghtteas~~n what has ?th- we only crossed paths with
erwise become an uptight two other groups of hikers as
ahd rdem~ding s.chedule. "we ventured skyward.
'fPe w~.~tMt was still sultry, The trail starts on a gradual
and an extra day of fun m incline for roughly six miles
the sun was a great way to :through open desert terrain.
celebrate sU,mmer's end., 'Typical Idaho motif sur-
,Ihayet9,~d!!,i!t1,la.t I.£~l: .rounds the plains during the
lowed the conventional pat- . initial climb, which includes
tern of heading 'towards the low brush, desert flowers and,
hills, fighting the traffic the of course, the hot blazing sun.
entire way past Horseshoe "Next, begins the challenge of
, Bend, but I believe that I .navigating switchbacks with a
, ,actually accomplished, the "forty-pound pack.
. goal of escaring humanity, The first stint of uphill js a
:even as al of humanity . fairly steady dirt path and
were trying to escape, the .will take you closer to the
I exact same. I found a back- peak of the mountain, draped
packing , trail' in:' the in white granite. These se~-
5awtooths that took my, ond set of switchbacks are
two-man.party up a vertical steeper and more difficult,
'climb 0, f 33,00 feet, where we paved entirely in chunks of
rested ~t a lake with no broken pieces of Sawtooth.
other Idahoans in sight. , ,Balance and a good pair of
" The, trail we journeyed ,hiking boots is thoroughly
!In began' at the Grandjean' recommended when crossing
campgrounds, which were ,this ridge, as is plenty of
horridly populated by. water to carry and a decent
campers and horseback hand-held purifier.
blazers, as every camp- This second portion of the
ground was expected to be 'hike is pretty open to the sun,
over Labor Day. but provides an overwhelm-
, .. ,--Grandjean ".camp- ing view of the runge as you
groundS are located 21 sit to take breathers on the
miles northeast of Lowman, steepled edges of rock.
two miles past 'Bonneville A charming waterfall
on State Route 21. From this spurts from between two
turnoff, take a right on peaks, and you will notice its
Forest road 524. Drive radiance even more so as you
,about 5.8 miles on a graded climb closer to its height, and
,dirt rOj,ld. The trailheads arc eventually surpass it. This
,;well marked. A mile b.~fore ; last layer upwards is the most
"the campgroundsi-are the. rewarding and time-consum-
:Sacajawe<\ Hot', SlJri"gs. :
lines, ending up with a match between the two
lovers. Essentially, Guzman !mocks her beau out
, in the third round. This is when the film becomes
':kii\d oLlike Rocky Balboa knocking out Mr. T
after sleeping with him.
Go allead and rent i~/but don't forget we told you
so.
heroin addiction. '
Harry Goldfarb Oared Leto) and his partner in '
crime, Tyrone (Marlon Wayans) are addicts and
pelty thieves in New York City. Harry's Mom,
Sara (Ellen Burstyn), lives in a Brooklyn tene- :
ment. Harry goes by his mom's apartment every :
once in a while and steals her television, So often'
that she finally padlocks it to the radiator. Sara'
loves Harry dearly and brags to her friends con-
stantly about his greatness. Ironically, he gives
her crap for taking diet pills, which consist of low-
grade speed.
Aronofsky's creative cinematography lends
needed help to this bleak script, based on Hubert
Selby's 1968 novel. His tracking and poi~t of view
shots arc brilliantly executed, and the hIgh-speed
crosscutting and slow motion sequences make the
viewer feel like they're on a bad speedball them-
selves.
Like most heroin addicts eventually discover,
life goes downhill fast, and these two junkies are
no exception. Goldfarb needs a fix so bad in the,
end that he crams a needle into his gangrene-;
infested arm. This scene is not for the weak-stom- ,
ach crowd. Requiem for a Dream, in all its bleak- :
ness, is still a great piece of filmmaking. Check it '
out.
Glrlfight
Starring: Michelle Rodriguez, Jamie
Tirelll,
PaulC(llderon
Dlr~ctor: Karyn Kusama
Rated R
sunset with the idealistic dream of being ca'boys
in untamed Mexico. The novel captures the true
ambience of the Southwestern landscape in
words, and Thornton's cinematography pays
, ;homage to McCarthy by effectively rendering the
,s{enery beautifuL .
: John Grady Cole (Matt Damon) and his bronco-
. busting partner Lacey Rawlins (Henry Thomas)
head across the Rio Grande into Northern
Mexico in hopes of finding work at a cattle camp.
Scenario capsule: They both end up working
for a wealthy rancher, Cole falls in love with his
daughter (Penelope Cruz), and they end up in a
Mexican prison. These scenes stay true to the
novel. Unfortunately, the film turns into a typical
Many of those who have read Cormac. Hollywood love story, and this is when ardent
McCarthy's novel; All the Pretty Horses, did not fans of McCarthy get nauseated. All the Pretty
like the screen adaptation. For those who haven't Horses is still a good film worth the rental bucks.
read McCarthy's masterpiece, All the Pretty
Horses, the film, seems carefully plotted and well
organized. Overall, the film is visually stimulat-
ing, '
Director Billy Bob Thornton did a commend-
able job of trying to decipher McCarthy's incredi-
bly textured style of writing. .
All the Pretty Horses is the story of two Texans,
who after the end of World War II, ride into the
Girlfight is a classic example of a film that
screams with promise until a cheesy love affair
gets introduced into the scenario.
Director Karen Kusama's script was apparent-
ly written to please studio executives. Chalked
full of cliche Hollywood formulas, Girlfight could
have probably lasted 12 rounds if Kusama had
actually stuck to the general premise of the story:
An emerging female boxer fighting for respect in
a predominantly male sport.
Diana Guzman (Michelle Rodriguez) is a
streetwise, tough kid from Brooklyn. Rodriguez
is the only redeeming quality about this film. She
nails the role with her urban argot and hard-as-
nails disposition.
The film sours once she meets a boy boxer at
the Brooklyn gym where they both workout.
Their romance follows the typical Hollywood
All the Pretty Horses
Starring: Matt Damon, Penelope Cruz,
Henry Thomas
Director: Billy Bob Thornton
Rated R
Requiem for a Dream
Starring: Ellen Burstyn, Jared Leto,
Marlon Wayans, Jennifer Connelly
Director: Darren Aronofsky
Rated R
Let's first start out by saying that Requiem for
a Dream is a cautionary talc about the fallout of
Bigwhite orifice
rockers, rivals
Wahlberg's.
Other actual musi-
cians with cameo or sup-
porting roles include
Jason Bonham, son of
Lcd Zeppelin's John
Bonham; Zakk Wylde,
former Black Sabbath
lead guitarist; Bias Elias,
Slaughter drummer; and
The Verve Pipe's Brian
Vander Ark.
Although Wahlberg's
performance is believ-
able, Steel Dragon's
aging tech guy steals the
show.
Accomplished British
actor Timothy Spall plays
Mats, a grimy roadie
aware of the prominence ingly difficult to tell how
bootie has in the backstage life seriously Rock Star takes
of rock 'n' roll. itself.
Spall's yellow teeth and At one point, Bonham
greasy hair bring more realism tries to dear things up when
to the film than any of the real- he tells Wahlberg that as a
life rock stars sprinkled into rock star he is licensed to live
the cast. , out the dreams regUlar peo-
His perverted smile is rec- pIe don't get to.
ognizable on every roadie that But just how accurate and
anyone who has ever gone to a big those dreams are, the
rock concert has seen lurking viewer - who is as naive to
at the corner of the stage, leer- the world of rock 'n' roll as
ing at the girls in the front roW. Wahlberg's character is -
If Spall is cast well, then can't know.
Jennifer Aniston is not. How can anyone but the
While age is never specified Metallica boys gauge the
for her character or plausibility of this movie's
Wahlberg's, she should be disturbing but sexy drug-
around the 25-year-old mark. induced orgies and other
But close-ups of the corners ?f party anticsT
Aniston's eyes" traced m By the time the ci~ditscroW's feet and glitter make- roll, though, it seems fair to september 16_Mexican Independancebay September 27 - Free Spanish movie-a-thon in
up, make her seem like an call Rock Star a half-spoof, Special Events Center at 6 pm featuring 4-time
aging hipster pushing 35~ wrapping up like an episode September 17 _ Local latin group "Karibe" Academv Award winner "Traffic" and "Belle
Her apparent lack of youth- of VH!' s Behind the Music and the OELA Dancers will be performing in Epoque,f starring Pen.elope. Cruz. ,Free snacks..
fulness helps Aniston's charac~ with "Good Vibrations" the patio .behind the SUB from 11 am.- 1 pm. and b~ve~~ges. will be provlde~. .'# :":'~~-;;~,
teT seem conveniently uncom~~ ~g over the outtakes.,·· There will be ~ chips and salsa. "D9nations ,Mll ~nefit, the HiParu4:· ~
fortable with her boyfriendrs '" St~/,~e~Yb\ay-;;. :,;<Ht~;iH)!(""i, '·hf,'it,,·)! ""<;enter' ,d' i,'; ,
newfound fame. ",::.' ing'-at' war s me as. ' .$ePt~ber24-,FreeMexicanpasteriesi!' the; ~ , ' "
Once the rock 'n' roll PP'-' RatedR. 'P. 'MiitR~bbotli#5in'theSUB"at1Q·ab:'L.;·\·"
ties start, it becomes increas- '~".' ; ..1.;g22~t;¢S:... ..._ .. _.__"~,:~~ •.. ,:c~··L...::.:.~::.::...::..---......;.........,:;.---_...:.......;...;........-...;...---~~----------........,.~
By Crystal K. Wiebe
Daily Nebraska" (U.
Nebraska)
Everything your mother
ever told you about musi-
cians is true. Or at least it is if
you can believe the rock 'n'
roll fantasy played out in t~e
latest Mark Wahlberg mOVIe
Rock Star.
This i~ the tale of Chris
Cole (Wahlberg), a white
trash, 20-something wanna-
be rocker, picked to replace
his idol as the lead singer of
his favorite band.
Rock Star takes us on a
journey into the hair-
sprayed, sex-crazed world of
1980s metal with a dirty
British roadie as our tour
guide.
Not quite as drug soaked
as The Doors but inextricably
linked to sex, drugs and rock
'n' roll by title, Rock Star
deserves its R-rating and
could be enjoyed by music
fans of all genres, especially
Slayer-loving metal heads.
Metal is a far cry from the
hip-hop that brought Mark
Wahlberg of Funky Bunch
fame to Americil's conscious-
ness in the 1990s, but
Wahlberg the actor pullS off
the role of a young kid long-
ing for fame as easily as he
did in Boogie Nights,
And his vocals ¢,rough-
out the film are more impres-
sive than "Good Vibrations"
ever was.
Wahlberg isn't. the only
member of the cast with real
life rock-star experience.
Third Eye Blind's Stephan
JenId'n6; plays ..anotheri u~ti·
mate metal head whose affin-
ityto Steel Dragon, ~ ficti-
tious band in the mOVIe that
is revered by the ~~a-be
Michael Barton Miller's "AroundSound" sculptures trace the topography and ~ovement
of sound. Constructed from many layers of foamcore, Mlller'slhree-dlmenslonal prOjections
embody sound's volumetric presence with disturbing and ghostlike consequences.
Miller exclaims, "About a year a«;l0, I become Interested In these 'around' sounds. I beQan
this project by making an archive of stran«;le sounds that filtered Into the apartments, studiOS, and
flats I rented over the years. Another catalyst was the birth of my daughter whose b,?bblln
g
and
cries made tne aware ofthe relationship between sound, space, and silence again.
Miller's formS are currenUy being shown In Gallery Two of the Hemingway Center for
Western Studies throu«;lh Oct. s.
f'
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" Rob Carlisle (top), wearing a
, shirt covered with expressions of
defiance, participates in a
memorial service in front of the
Statehouse Friday. Thousands of
people gather for the service
Friday (center left). The Egyptian
Theater (bottom left) is one of
countless local businesses
expressing patriotic sentiments,
and urging people to help. A
group of local rescue workers
(bottom right) bow heads in
prayer during the memorial ser-
~ ~-1 vice Friday.
.~Photo story by Ted Harmon, The Arbiter.
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